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About This Game

Set on the wide open ocean, Seasteader is a city building and management strategy game that allows you to develop and rule
over your own seastead, a floating community.

Your aim is to create a prosperous and thriving society, using your production and manufacturing capabilities to create goods
and sell them on the global market. The profits can then be invested back into improving the lives of your seasteaders or

increasing your industrial capacity.

The most important resource, however, is not a product, but your seasteaders themselves. As well as paying them wages and
taking (or not taking) money from them for rent and food, you also need to ensure their happiness, as measured by 8 separate

metrics. Each individual also has unique skills that make them better suited to some jobs over others.

In the end, the degree to which you wish to micromanage the game or let it run its own course is entirely up to you. There are no
right or wrong ways of playing.

Features

Campaign featuring 15 missions of increasing difficulty

System for crafting your own unique custom missions

Sandbox mode where you can build to your heart's content
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An economic system with 17 goods to produce, buy and sell

30 buildings in five different categories - production, manufacturing, housing, entertainment and infrastructure

8 different happiness metrics for your seasteaders

Extensive modding support - almost everything is stored in easily editable txt files
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Alpha Smalpha!!! The game should at least be playable even in alpha. The game and the price are a joke this game maybe would
be worth 4.99. Dont waste your money or your time. STEAM how about a little quality control on these games. REFUND. This
game is a masterpiece, no doubt about it. However, this game is also underrated. From start to finish, the story stays engaging
and enjoyable to play. While it does have some problems, they are very minor and doesn't take away from the game. To put it
into a score, its a sold 10\/10. If you are a fan of games like the Legend of Zelda and like Japanese History, Culture, Mythology,
etc. Try this game out.. FAMAZE is the simplest rogue-like i know. Originally made for phones and the browser FAMAZE was
a really fun little rogue-like that was perfect if you only had 5 minutes or so. The goal of FAMAZE is to find a key and to get to
the end of the dungeon. In most rogue-likes, when you move, the monsters move too but in FAMAZE most monsters are
stationary. They just block your way. Attacking monsters causes you and your foe to lose 1hitpoint. In order to stay alive you
need potions that refill your life. The catch however is that you only have 2 inventory slots. This mechanic leads to alot of
strategic thinking. FAMAZE also has a rather interesting lightning mechanic. If the light touches an enemy it turns into an
healing item. This is an easy way of defeating your foes. So FAMAZE is a fun little rogue-like that is perfect to play while
downloading a huge game or so ;D. If you want a strategic rogue-like that is really complex look somewhere else(ToME is
perfect if you're looking for that;D) Simple but fun!. It's obvious a lot of love has gone into this game. Though on the short side,
the story, character depth, music, sprites and map design all work together very well. The writing could definitely expand on
quite a few areas and use some proofreading, but overall, doesn't detract from the experience and is worth looking past. Would
recommend for someone looking to experience an indie story-based thriller.. I don't know whether to recommend this or not. It's
definitely a very boogie and inaccessible sort of game. And not particularly good. But it has this...minimalist white on black
aesthetic with small accents of oscillating colours, giving it a sense of beauty and wonder., whilst backed by a unique and mildy
trippy soundtrack.

You travel as a duo---one very human, and one a messed up mishmash of a mutilated, restructured body attached to an
extremely quick motorcyle. The latter character named Ultra-Violet lights up your way, casting off these interesting light
patterns influenced by the surrounding environment that gives each position a unique shape, one of which you're tasked to find
each level after completing your other objectives before your heat runs out.

It an definitely be tedious because it's a quest to get certain items and resources each level, but they randomly appear instead of
you having to work for them, which---depending on what you can get out of the game---a minor to major downfall.. Not sure
about the other reviews on here - I purchased the car mainly for those white walled rims with the black spokes. Thought i would
take the car out for a spin - ended up playing a bunch of games\/matches comp and unranked with it. Surprisingly nice car. I
dont think it handles as bad as some people hhave mentioned, or maybe its just not me and i dont notice it. I am usually used to
using the domnius, batmobile and the octane. The first thought was that it handles a bit similar in my opinion any how closely to
the octance. If there are any die hard dominus users here - Try out the car and see how it feels. I will probably use this car every
so often. I much like it and it was a pleasant surprise for me.. Just like UBERMOSH's soundtrack, this one is also great!. You
get one track, which is a outdoor style sand track but is built indoors. It is NOT a "Supercross" track by any means.

I applaud Milestone for adding this, but none of the content offered can be used outside this one track. You can't do Time
Attack or Grand Prix on this track.

They also added the 2017 CRF450R (new shape) but is again only available on this track and cannot be bought and customised
in Career mode by the player. To use the new CRF450R, you HAVE to race SMX playing as Tim Gasjer.

Overall some cool new content that cannot be used outside this one single (very boring) track. Until they release the content for
use outisde of the DLC I cannot recommend this DLC.
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Take my money and keep it.
The tracks are inspirational and well worth the cost.
P.S. Lin Hu is mine.. Wow! I am blown away! This game oozes with quality, especially how well it's translated! The music put
me over the edge and absolutely blew my mind. Very well done! 10\/10!. Def. not worth it! Please don't waste your money on
this DLC. You might be "interested" and hopeful that this DLC will give you powerful weapons but it doesn't... Please, save
your money guys :). br>==============
It's not RainbowSix. It was a rather short game, but had decent development with the character.
Using Easy mode let's you gun through the dungeon insanely fast.
If you play on Normal mode, you are going to stuck in each battle for quite some time...
I didn't really find a way to upgrade her weapon, just her accessories, so each battle was about the same length.
CGs are the major plus of this game.. Wish they would make another game and if they do make more cars like Migets. Dwarf
cars, Late models, but over all I love the game. "Absolutely stunning gameplay. 10\/10."

-Nobody. Could be an awesome game.

Sadly, I already have issues upon starting the game, despite I haven't tried and played the game as of yet (which I won't do
either).
The game starts in German actually, and menu opens in English. Graphical settings won't allow me to go to my native resolution
of 1920*1080 for my monitor, it's max is 1600*1050....

If you want to play this at a native resoultion above 1600*1050 good luck's wishes, you won't.

Now the game itself:

Pro's:
- Graphics are alright
- Controls are neat
- Surroundings and actions look nice
- Missions are nice too

Con's:
- Resolution changing
- Voice acting (if it's not just a text-to-speech thing)
- Driving is slidey
- Feels like it's ripped off from somewhere (don't know, just the feeling). Hella funny and entertainning.
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